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1. INTRODUCTION
The study examines the role of soliloquy utterances by a Japanese mother and 

compares with the role of mediated talk by an American mother in family discourse.  
Family is a micro political institution in the society, where the power relations are 
constituted and practiced through conversational interaction: 

While politics tends to be associated with the public domain, it is also an  
on-going part of – and perhaps socialized in—the relatively private world  
of family life. Families are political bodies in that certain members review, 
judge, formulate codes of conduct, make decisions and impose sanctions  
that evaluate and impact the actions, conditions, thoughts and feelings of  
other members.  Such administration of power is characteristic of families  
everywhere and may occur whenever family members interact (Ochs &  
Taylor, 1992: 301). 

The study argues that the Japanese family power relationship is constructed revolving 
around Japanese mothers’ utterances—particularly soliloquy-- picked up by the fathers 
and the children. The power relations in family discourse have been studied in American 
middle-class context, but not in Japanese family contexts.  The present case study of a 
middle-class Japanese family and a middle-class family, where a father is Japanese and 
mother is American, will provide more insights in cross-cultural perspectives as to how 
power relationships are constructed in the family discourse.  Section 2 reviews the 
previous literature regarding power relations in family discourse in the middle class 
American family context (section 2.1), the role of mediated talk by American mothers 
pertaining to family relations (section 2.2), and the functions of soliloquy in Japanese 
discourse (section 2.3).  In section 3, I introduce the data collection procedure (section 
3.1), participants (section 3.2), and the data (section 3.3).  Section 4 analyzes the data and 
discusses the relevant findings. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, I define the power relation in family discourse, following the 

definition of Watts (2013) and then review how such power relation is constructed, 
evolving around particular talks by American mothers. 

2.1 POWER RELATIONS IN FAMILY DISCOURSE 
In this paper, I take the premise that “all socio-communicative verbal interaction, 

at whatever level of formality or complexity, reflects the distribution of power among the 
participants”(Watts, 2013: 53). That is, power relation is always construed and practiced 
as the verbal interaction occurs.  Watts (2013) defines “power” as follows: 
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An individual A possesses power if s/he has the freedom of action to  
achieve the goals s/he has set her/himself, regardless of whether or not this  
involves the potential to impose A’s will on others to carry out actions that  
are in A’s interests (Watts, 2013: 60). 

 
This definition of power implies two crucial points. First, power is realized either 

by the authorities imposing their will on others or by the authorities disturbing others’ 
will to achieve a certain goal. Second, the power is still present and in action even if the 
person in the authority has no intention to execute their power over others. Although such 
distribution of power may be obvious in public intuitional settings where the individual’s 
role is written and shared, the power relationship exists in family settings too. Ochs & 
Taylor (1992), for example, examined a large corpus of data consisting of middle-class 
American family conversations such as those during dinner and found that mothers often 
set fathers up as a “father-knows-everything” figure in the family. According to Ochs & 
Taylor, this is a typical middle-class American family power relation observed at the 
dinner-table. In this setting, the children are prompted to talk about their days by their 
mothers, which is commented on by their fathers. Interestingly, the most authoritative 
person in the family power relation, the father, does not show volitional intention to 
control the figure at the bottom, the child. Rather, such power relation is only achieved by 
the mediator, the mother, by making the child subject to the authority of the father 
through his evaluations.  
 
2.2 MEDIATED TALK IN ENGLISH 
 American mothers and Japanese mothers both work as catalysts to create power 
relations in family. American mothers mediate the conversation between fathers and the 
children (see figure 1), consequently raising fathers and lowering children in family 
power relationship. “Mediated discourse” has been discussed by several scholars. Scollon 
(2001), for example, discusses the role of “baby talk”, where the participants can speak 
freely in the presence of the infant by mimicking the baby talk and say things which 
might otherwise be impossible or difficult to say without such mediation. Tannen (2004) 
describes the phenomena where speakers refer to dogs “effecting a frame shift to a 
humorous key, buffering criticism, delivering praise, teaching values, resolving potential 
conflict, and creating a family identity that includes the dogs as family members” (p.408). 
What is common across these studies are that these mediators such as babies and pets are 
not active participants in the discourse, but rather they are the point of references.   In this 
sense, American middle-class children, who are prompted to provide a problem, can be 
seen as a semi-active point of reference in family discourse.  Even though these children 
produce speech unlike babies or dogs, their speech is largely controlled by their mothers 
with the aim of having their fathers comment on the children. 
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Figure 1: an American mother mediating between father and child 

 
 
2.3 SOLILOQUY IN JAPANESE 
 While American mothers use mediated talk, Japanese mothers use soliloquy to 
achieve power relation in family. Soliloquy represents one’s thoughts without addressing 
another individual (Hasegawa, 2010: 2). However, soliloquy can be used by the Japanese 
speakers with intention to be heard. In Japanese adult to adult conversation, soliloquy 
may be used to maintain deference while showing closeness to the addressee (Cook 2018; 
Hasegawa 2015) In caregiver-children discourse, the effective use of soliloquy is also 
observed. Clancy (1990) pointed out the use of Japanese mothers’ soliloquy as a way of 
training children into Japanese indirect communication style, where Japanese children 
must interpret the soliloquy not as the mother’s inner thoughts but rather as a speech act 
directed to them. The crucial point here is that these Japanese mothers not only expect 
children to understand mother’s soliloquy as her indirect request but also do with the 
requests.  Here, the power dynamic is instantiated by the child’s compliance with the 
indirect request.  
 
3. THE STUDY 
 The study examines how family power relationship is constructed revolving 
around the Japanese mother's use of soliloquy and the American mother's mediated talk 
and how such utterances are picked up by the fathers and children. 
 
3.1 DATA COLLECTION  

The data consists of naturally-occurring conversations by the participants. The 
conversations were recorded with a video camera placed in their living room, where the 
family conversation took place. Each recording session is one hour long and the 
recording was conducted at their convenience. Since the researcher was not present while 
recording the conversations, the data is expected to be sufficiently naturalistic for the 
purpose of the study. 
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3.2 PARTICIPANTS 
 I have examined the data from two families: 
 
Table 1: The participants 
Family ID Father Mother Child 1 Child 2 

JJ Saburo (1971) 
/JA 

Ao (1973) 
/JA  

Kuro (male) /US 
(2013) 

 

JS Jiro (1974) 
/JA 

Kate (1977) 
/US 

Mizu (female) 
/JA (2006) 

Tori (female) /US 
(2013) 

 
 In family JJ both mother and father are Japanese. Both Saburo and Ao came to the 
US after finishing undergraduate studies in Japan. Since they received their PhD degree, 
they have stayed in the US and had a son Kuro. They only speak Japanese at home.  In 
family JS, the father is Japanese and the mother is American. Kate was teaching English 
in Japan and met Saburo and they had their first daughter Mizu in Japan. They moved to 
the US and had their second daughter Tori. When Kate is in the conversation, they speak 
English, however Saburo often speaks Japanese to Kate as she understands basic 
Japanese.   
 
3.3 DATA 

This study examined transcribed one-hour video recording for each family.  The 
video data is useful because soliloquy often occurs with the speaker’s gaze, which 
indicates the speech is not addressed explicitly towards anybody.  The recordings were 
chosen from where the participants were having dinner so that the data are comparable 
with the previous studies examining dinner-table discourse. 
 
4. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 In example (1), the family JJ is having dinner.  Ao made Oyakodon, which she 
found a bit too salty.  In this interaction, the mother provided an issue that the dinner she 
made does not taste good by putting herself down, which was resolved by the father’s 
opinion that the dinner takes good and reinforced by the son’s applause that the dinner is 
very good. 
	

(1) 
 

   01: Ao  : Saburo ga hitori de omochi nodo ni tsumarasetara doushiyoo  
 tte 

            'Saburo is gonna choke on mochi in his throat and be like  
"oh my gosh"' 

   02:     : honto ni ki o tsukete yo? 
  'But seriously, be careful okay?' 

   03: Sab : ojiichan ja nai n dakara daijoubu datte. 
  'I'm not a grandpa. I will be okay.' 

   04: Ao  : iya demo 
  'But' 
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   05: Sab : nani 
  'What' 

   06: Ao  : sukoshizutsu xxx 
  'Take it slow xx' 
 

(0:00:08 silence) 
⇨  07: Ao  : aa aji kokunac-chat-ta na. 
  'Oh no it's salty' 
   08: Sab : koi hou ga iit-te. donburi dakara. 

  'It's better this way. It's donburi style.' 
   09: Ao  : soo? ashita no obentoo ni wa choudo ii kana. 
   'Really? That would be good for tomorrow's lunch box (for  

 you)'  
   10: Kuro: oishii yooo! 

  'Sooo good!' 
	

In line 7, Ao revealed her inner thought with soliloquy that the Oyakodon did not  
come out good.  This confession that her dish is not good makes her a subject of potential 
criticism.  Thus, her statement in line 7 puts her down in terms of power relation in 
family. Notice when Ao uttered the line 7, her gaze was looking down, making it unclear 
that the utterance is actually directed to anyone in the family.  She did not direct her 
soliloquy utterance to anyone in particular. However, it was picked up by Saburo as he 
gave his opinion in line 8 and by the Kuro’s comment in line 10.  The power relation 
created in this family discourse can be understood as the figure 2: 
 
Figure 2: a Japanese mother putting herself down with soliloquy 

 
 

The next example (2) demonstrates another case of mother's soliloquy in family 
discourse as well as the mother's translation strategy.  In the first part of the transcription 
(2), they are talking about group-hug, which is very popular at Kuro’s day care.  In line 1-
7, Kuro tries to explain to Saburo what the group-hug is, which was only briefly 
commented by Saburo in line 8. Ao then provides background information about this 
group-hug in line 10- 14 so that Saburo can have a better understanding.  Fathers tends to 
be more challenging conversation partners for children because they are less familiar with 
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children's prior knowledge, experience and the way children package information in their 
utterance (Gleason, 1975).  Children, therefore, have to elaborate the meaning which 
mothers would otherwise no trouble understanding. They do this with the help of the 
mother. The mother’s role of translating the child’s intention for fathers or others, as in 
Ao's lines 10-14, has been discussed in the previous literature (Burdelski, 2015; Clancy, 
1990). I argue that this mother's translation strategy can be seen as a way of creating 
family power relationship with the father at the top of the family hierarchy and the 
mother acting as a facilitator to communicate between the child and the father. 

What is more salient about the Japanese mother's speech comes next after the 
silence in line 15: 

 
(2) 

 
   01: Kuro:  soreni ne 
   ‘Also,’ 
   02:     :  Kuro-chan nihon ni kaeru toki, 
   ‘Before Kuro went to Japan’ 
   03:     :  ano ne minna ne, 
   ‘And everyone’ 
   04:     :  minna ga ne, 
   ‘everyone’ 
   05:     :  ano ne, 
   ‘And’ 
   06:     :  guruupu haagu tte ne, 
   ‘“group hug!”’ 
   07:     :  guruupu haagu tte it-te kita no. 
   ‘They went “group hug”!’ 
   08: Sab :  sokka 
   ‘I see.’ 
   09: Ao  :  sounanoo. 
   ‘Exactly’ 
   10:     :  saigo no hi ne,  
   ‘On the last day’ 
   11:     :  nihon ni kikoku suru mae no hi, 
             ‘The day before (he) went to Japan’ 
   12:     :  minna de guruupu hagu tte 
        ‘Everyone was like “group hug!”’ 
   13:     :  de soreirai kaette kite kara moo, 
   ‘Ever since then, even after (he) came back (from Japan)’ 
   14:     :  yoku hagu shite ru no. 
   ‘(They) always hug’ 

(0:00:11 silence) 
�  15: Ao  :  aa ashita mendan ja nakya yasumu n dakedo naa 

 ‘Oh I would skip tomorrow, if it wasn’t for   
  parent-teacher conferences.’ 

   16: Sab :  dare to mendan suru no? 
   ‘Who are you having conferences with?’  
   17: Kuro:  hoshuukoo no? 
   ‘At Japanese weekend school?’ 
   18: Ao  :  soo soo 
             ‘Right’ 
   19:     :  nttoo hanbun. 
   ‘well half (of the students’ families)’ 
   20:     :  anoo futsuka nishuu ni wakete yaru no ne. 
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   ‘So (we) divide into two days’ 
   21:     :  ashita ga hanbu dee, 
   ‘Tomorrow (we do) half’ 
   22:     :  nokori no hanbun wa, 
             ‘(Next week)the other half ’ 
   23:     :  raishuu janakute raishuu wa uneiiinkai dakara, 
   ‘Not next week because next week is the committee meeting’ 
   24: Sab :  uneiiinkai tte xxx de hansu yatsu desho? 
   ‘Are you going to talk about x at the committee meeting?’ 
   25: Ao  :  a kekkyoku doonatta n dakke 
   ‘Oh remember?’ 
   26:     :  ittoki hora unenin dake de atsumatte hanashiteta jan? 

       ‘In the past, we used to discuss xxx only among board  
        members of the committee, right?’ 

   27: Sab :  X-san ni kiitemitara. 
   ‘Why don’t you ask Mrs X about this?’ 
   28: Ao  :  sou da ne. 
   ‘Right.’ 
 
In line 15, Ao revealed her inner thought that she does not want to go to the weekend 
school the next day.  Again, she produced this soliloquy, gazing out into space, which 
makes it seem like she is not addressing anybody1.  Ao looked tired in the video 
recording and she said the line 15 with a big sigh. Her dilemma uttered as a soliloquy is 
immediately picked up by both Saburo (line 16) and Kuro (line 17). These are not 
immediate trouble-shooting responses, but rather clarification questions.  These 
clarification questions enabled Ao to elaborate on the cause of the trouble (line 19-23). 
Later, in line 27, Saburo advised Ao to ask Mrs X in order to solve the issue. It is 
noteworthy that in both (1) and (2) examples, Ao’s soliloquy begins following the 
silence.  Her exhausted facial expression and tone of voice, followed by a sigh suggest 
these inner thoughts revealed as a soliloquy have been bothering her for the duration of 
silence.  Importantly, Ao uttered her thoughts in soliloquy in order to be heard by Saburo 
and Kuro.  Again, Ao's revealing her inner thoughts and Saburo's advising her together 
create a family power relation, where the mother Ao put herself down as a person of 
concerns and raise the father Saburo as a person of authority. 
 

The examples (1) and (2) show the cases where both the mother and the father are 
Japanese. The next example (3) shows the case where the mother is American and the 
father is Japanese.  In example (3), family JS is having dinner. The mother, Kate, made a 
seafood pasta.  The youngest daughter Tori (5;1) is being difficult, refusing to eat dinner. 
Kate, Mizu (12;0)  and Jiro are all persuading Tori to try the pasta:  
 

(3) 
    01: Tori  :  stop making the face! 
    02: Tori  :  at mee! 
    03: Mizu  :  I’m not making any face. 
    04: Tori  :  yes. 
    05: Mizu  :  no I’m not. 
    06: Tori  :  yes. 
																																																								
1	The sentence-final particle na, is fairly common in soliloquy according to the data in 
Hasegawa (2010), although previous studies have analyzed it as exclamatory marker.	
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    07: Mizu  :  no it’s not. 
    08: Tori  :  yes 
    09: Mizu  :  Tori, try it. it’s soo good? 
    10: Tori  :  nnnnnnnnooooooo 
    11: Mizu  :  that means you cannot play. 
    12: Jiro  :  tabe yo? 
      ‘Let’s eat it alright?’ 
�   13: Kate  :  Tori, can you tell dad  
    14:   :  about the lady, who we bought xxx from today at  
                 Wegmans? 
    15:   :  what did she what did she show you? 
    16: :  it’s a little oily. I’m sorry. (talking to Jiro,  

   referring to the pasta she made for dinner) 
    17: Tori  :  uhm a lobster 
    18:   :  that was named “Plezilla”.  
    19: Kate  :  @@@ 
    20: Jiro  :  um 
    21: Kate  :  she pulled it out from the tank 
    22:   :  and the lobster got very scared. 
    23:   :  we went up xx to the fish counter 
    24: Jiro  :  uh-huh. 
    25: Kate  :  and Tori said, that lobster is saying “please don’t   

     buy me” 
         :  @@@@@ 
    26: Jiro  :  @@ 
    27: Kate  :  and I told the fish lady, 

    :  and she said oh that must have been Plezilla let me      
       show  you Plezilla 

    28: Mizu  :  was it Plezilla? 
    29: Kate  :  uh-huh 
    30: Mizu  :  xxx lobster named xx personality? 
    31: Kate  :  you like lobsters and shrimp and scallops and you  

           like spaghetti! 
    32: Mizu  :  Tori, this is sooo good. 
 
It is noteworthy in this data that although the American mother Kate treats the Japanese 
father Jiro as a reference point by prompting the child Tori to report what happened at a 
grocery store (line 13-14), Jiro does not present as a “father-knows-everything” figure. 
This diverges from what would be expected from what middle-class American fathers 
typically show in family discourse. Jiro only laughs lightly (line 26) and his response is a 
minimal backchanneling (line 20). Rather, the father figure is used as the reference point. 
Kate directs to Tori to report the story to Jiro (line 13-14). In this instance, it appears that 
Kate is creating more power in this family discourse (a) by prompting the child to speak 
and (b) by relating the conclusion of the story to the ongoing situation where Tori is 
giving everybody in the family trouble by not eating the pasta (see Figure 3). Moreover, 
Kate’s power is constantly supported by her older daughter Mizu asking follow-up 
questions (line 28 and 30) and insisting that Tori must eat pasta (line 11 and 32). 
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Figure 3: An American mother prompting the family discourse to refine the child’s 
behavior 

 

 Family JS's power relation presented in figure 3 contrasts with figure 1 of a typical white 
American middle-class family, where the father is raised as a consequence of the 
mother's mediated talk via children.  Figure 3 also contrasts with figure 2 of Japanese 
family JJ, where mother lowers herself with the use of soliloquy. In the example 3, the 
mother Kate seems to be taking on a dual role. She facilitated the conversation as a white 
American middle class mother, but also evaluated the child’s behavior. This evaluation 
would typically be expected from a white American middle class father. 

5. SUMMARY 
The American mother’s mediated talk and the Japanese mother’s soliloquy were 

picked up by the other family members and such discourse revolving around mothers' 
utterances as a whole construct power relations in the families. Although previous studies 
have focused on the initiation of mediated talks such as baby talk or talk addressed to 
dogs, they did not examine sufficiently how such talks are picked up in the subsequent 
discourse.  In this paper, I argued it is not just the unique properties of the mother’s 
utterance which consequently create power relations in family but the participation from 
all the family members contribute to constructing the family power profile. More 
quantitative research will be needed to investigate the prototypical family power relation 
in both middle-class American and Japanese families. More international marriage cases 
like JS family will also reveal interesting dynamic aspects of power relation in family 
discourse.  
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